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sequendy delivered to me in Albany tenderly cradled in a gun-
case of toe Crimean period, and I am still wondering where he got
the gun-case, and to what good use I could put it in these days of
nothing wasted ?) To be given a walking-stick is a wholly different
matter from buying one for myself, so what with one thing and
another, I swaggered out of the galleries that day feeling I had
done well for myself.
Yet all my swagger was as nothing compared with the black-
bearded bluejacket with fierce dark eyes and the suggestion, though
naturally Hot the realization, of gold earrings, whom I encountered
during the entr'acte that evening at my first First Night since the
war began. The play was "The Petrified Forest" which I had seen
twice before; years ago performed by an American small-town
stock company, and then as a film. Leslie Howard's electrifying
impact on the audience in a strange last act which is either every-
thing or nonsense, must have re-infected the rest of the company
every night with his unearthly lit-from-within exultation at the
idea they might all die in just one more moment; I am convinced
that act would never have come across, otherwise. Professionally •
speaking, a good actor should remain emotionally immune from
what he is doing whilst he is doing it; but this was an exceptional
play, and Leslie swung them along with him until they were all a
litde crazy and not able afterwards to say exactly why or even
what it was about. Of course, it is only gracious to allow that
Robert Sherwood and Humphrey Bogart may have had something
to do with it; Sherwood let that fire of sudden undefinable lunacy
for an encounter with death, which we find almost inevitably in
the Russian dramatists and also in the last act of Shaw's "Heart-
break House", occur again and again in his plays: "Reunion in
Vienna", "Idiot's Delight", "The Petrified Forest", "There
Shall Be No Night". Sassoon achieves it in one short poem:
"Everyone suddenly burst out singing" ... A poetic shout of
jubilation and defiance and unity.
Naturally then, aware of what was coming, I was wondering
during the English production whether the kst act could pull me
over the border-line again, as Leslie had. And wondering, found
myself separated from the rest of the jocund company; lonely as
a cloud. Then I crashed into die black-bearded bluejacket. His
deportment was dangerous enough to make me glance uneasily
over my shoulder, recalling old stories of rude and licentious
soldiery, who after all might just as well be sailors with a wife in
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